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Abstract
Simulations for clinical training is an example of a disruptive technology in that it offers great potential in the training and assessment of students and professionals in Communication Sciences and Disorders. As such, those considering adoption of simulations should anticipate the need for restructuring of the educational program in order to take full advantage of the benefits and minimize the unintended consequences.
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I was a doctoral student in 2000 when I first read an awkwardly titled article by Thomas Carroll, U.S. Department of Education, “If We Didn’t Have the Schools We Have Today, Would We Create the Schools We Have Today?” (Carroll, 2000). In this article, Carroll described the history of the sailing industry in the early 1800’s. During this time, sail ships reigned on both the seas and rivers. It was also during this time of the Industrial Revolution that steam power was transforming agriculture, manufacturing and transportation. With the invention of the steam engine, farmers were able to use machines to sow and reap harvests, laborers were able to harness steam for milling of wood, and steam locomotives traveled across the nation on transcontinental railways. Steam technology forever changed the face of this nation. It was not surprising that the sailing industry decided to adopt this new technology. Huge steam engines were placed on the decks of the wooden vessels, alongside the large masts and sails. The hulls of the ships were filled with heavy loads of coal to fuel the massive engines. It wasn’t long before this approach to incorporating new technology proved flawed, and indeed fatal. There are many documented accounts of the ships catching fire from the ashes strewn from the smokestacks of the steam engines. According to Carroll (2000), the sailors preferred to continue with their old ways of sailing and had little tolerance for learning how to best harvest the power of steam. Despite the drawbacks, some saw the potential benefits of steam engines and went about transforming the sailing industry. This transformation required rebuilding the ships to accommodate the new technologies. Ships were soon built with steel and reconfigured to accommodate the massive engines. Carroll shared this story, as I share it with you, to illustrate that advancements in technology for teaching and learning will not reach their full potential without reconstructing the classrooms and programs in which they reside.

Simulation as a Disruptive Technology

Carroll argued that this new form of power and energy, the steam engine, was as a disruptive technology. According to Carroll, disruptive technologies benefit society in that they have the ability to “change our thinking about possibilities” (Carroll, 2000, p. 130) and become transformational tools. Simulation for clinical training is an example of a disruptive technology in that it offers great potential in the training and assessment of students and professionals. As such, those considering adoption of simulation should anticipate the need for restructuring of the educational program in order to take full advantage of the benefits and minimize the unintended consequences.

Simulation is described as a “technique that creates a situation or environment …[sic] for the purpose of practice, learning, evaluation, testing, or to gain an understanding of systems or human actions” with a goal of increased patient safety (Lopreiato, 2016, p. 44). For purposes of this discussion, the term simulation is also applied to educational settings and need not pertain to medical scenarios. Simulation is an educational technique and/or tool for learning. A key premise of simulation, as in the application of any technology, is that learning does not reside in the technology. It resides in the educational design and practices. Simulations can be implemented as an assignment within academic coursework. They can be used as a method for obtaining clinical hours/competencies as part of a clinical education program. Additionally, simulation is applicable as a way of preparing students for a live clinical experience. Other programs employ simulations as part of intervention plans for struggling students. Anecdotally, there have been examples of when simulation has failed to meet its potential within our programs. Simulated learning
experiences that are poorly designed and/or lack clear learning objectives or assessment measures, can leave students and instructors wondering about the benefits of simulation. Early in the advent of computer-based simulations, such as Simucase, instructors were likely to assign a simulation as an independent class assignment without proper instruction and/or follow-up. This resulted in confusion and frustration for both the learner and the instructor. Since that time, there has been a strong effort to educate educators on the best-practices in simulation. Best-practices in simulation prescribe three distinct phases of simulation: the pre-brief, the simulation learning experience (SLE) and the debrief (The International Nursing Association for Clinical Simulation and Learning, 2019). It is argued that most learning occurs in the debriefing phase (Dieckmann, et al., 2009; Gaba, 2004; Jeffries, 2005). For a full description of best-practices including simulation design, facilitation, evaluation and assessment, the reader is referred to The International Nursing Association for Clinical Simulation and Learning (INACSL) website (https://www.inacsl.org/inacsl-standards-of-best-practice-simulation/) and other sources referenced in this article.

Our colleagues in nursing and medicine have a robust body of literature dating back many years establishing the benefits of simulation. Cook and colleagues (2011) conducted a meta-analysis of more than 600 studies across multiple disciplines. The results strongly support the use of simulation as an effective teaching tool. Research has consistently demonstrated that simulation can improve student performance and skills and positively impact confidence. Importantly, simulation training has improved patient safety (Alinier, et al., 2004; Cook et al., 2011). A landmark randomized control study in the field of nursing revealed that up to 50% of clinical education experiences can be replaced with simulation, and yield the same clinical outcomes (Hayden, et al., 2014).

There is also a rich and emerging body of literature pertaining to simulations in Communication Sciences and Disorders (CSD), as evidenced by this Special Topic Issue devoted to simulation research. Some of the earliest work on simulation in CSD was conducted by Syder (1996). Soon to follow was the work of Richard Zraick and colleagues (Zraick, 2002; 2004; Zraick, et al., 2003) regarding the use of standardized patients. With the increase in the amount and types of simulations employed in CSD programs (Dudding & Nottingham, 2018) our colleagues have been busy conducting research on the topic. Those interested in a comprehensive resource for simulation in CSD are referred to the Council of Academic Programs in Communication Sciences and Disorders’ (CAPCSD) e-book available online at the CAPCSD website (www.capcsd.org) (Dudding, et al., 2019).

New Horizons in Higher Education

Much like the large wooden sailing ships, programs in CSD have enjoyed a rich and open journey. That is, programs in CSD have been in high demand with acceptance rates of 65% and 71% for graduate programs in speech-language pathology and audiology, respectively (Council of Academic Programs in Communication Sciences and Disorders, 2019). The demand is likely to continue as the Bureau of Labor and Statistics cited audiology and speech-pathology as highly desirable professions with greater than average growth outlooks (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019, n.d.). In response, CSD has seen an expansion in the number of new graduate programs applying for accreditation from the Council of Academic Accreditation (CAA) of the American Speech
Language Hearing Association (ASHA) (Council of Academic Accreditation, 2019). Along with high demand for professionals and an increase in the number of graduate programs, comes an increased burden on existing resources, including opportunities for student training across the scope of practice.

In 2016, ASHA’s Council for Clinical Certification (CFCC) modified the implementation language for Speech - Language Pathology Standard V-B to allow up to 20% of the required 375 direct clinical hours to be obtained through simulation (Council for Clinical Certification in Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology, 2013. With this change in language came the impetus for programs in CSD to adopt and/or expand the use of simulation for student training.

**Reconstructing Our Programs**

Recent world events, (i.e., COVID-19 pandemic), has caused the closing of university campuses across the nation. The universities have been forced to move academic coursework to an online format. Graduate training programs in CSD have been thrust full-speed into simulation as a way of providing clinical training for graduate students in audiology and speech-language pathology. With this disruption comes an opportunity to consider how we construct new learning environments, reimagine the curriculum, change how we view assessment, and revise our standards and policies to take full advantage of what simulation has to offer.

Reconstructing learning environments means more than putting rolling furniture and whiteboards into the classroom. Consider flexible design of spaces to accommodate small and large group work to include simulation and other specialty labs. Explore the possibility of sharing and/or “leasing” spaces from other programs. Offer extended learning opportunities and access to include weekends and evenings. Investigate various forms of technology, ranging in levels of fidelity from standardized patients, task trainers, manikins and virtual reality.

Moving beyond physical resources, it is essential that simulations are integrated into the curriculum. Simulation learning experiences need to be planned, scheduled, and implemented across the entire curriculum, with as many stakeholders involved as possible (Issenberg & Scalese, 2008). The literature and experience have taught us that simulation-based learning is most effective when it is integrated with other learning tools. When used in conjunction with complementary means of clinical education, simulation learning experiences help prepare students in a safe, no-risk environment prior to high stakes experiences with real clients or patients (Dudding et al., 2019).

Integration of simulations into the curriculum has the potential to move programs forward in how we assess students’ knowledge and skills. Specifically, simulation can be used for formative assessment as well as summative high stakes evaluation of professional competencies. Several other healthcare professions, including medicine, utilize an objective structured clinical examination (OSCE) as a realistic and reliable method of assessing clinical competencies of entering professionals. In most cases, simulations are part of the OSCE experience. In addition to clinical skills, simulation allows for the assessment of professional skills such as interprofessional communication and teamwork.
Lastly, fully embracing simulation in CSD will require changes in policy and procedures related to licensing and accreditation. Topics such as resource allocation, course credits, scheduling and the divisions between clinical and academic components need to be considered in an open and candid manner. As you read the articles presented in this Special Topic Issue of Teaching and Learning in Communication Sciences and Disorders (TLCSD) and other journals and presentations, you are encouraged to consider the findings in the broader context of the programs and how we educate future professionals. You are encouraged to take the lead in rebuilding your ships to take full advance of simulation as a valid and effective learning experience.
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